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Special Agent (SA)I 	S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Joint Terrorism Task b7D-1 
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	(U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Contract Language Specialist (CLS). The interview was 
conducted over the course of six da s including August 15, August 16, August 17, August 20, August 
22, and August 23, 2002. 	 provided the following information: 
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	 [vas shown Guantanamo Bay, Cuba detainee photo book numberl 
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He was also shown the FBI International Terrorism photo (IT) book 
	

illy identified 
LADEN (UBL) from the book. He stated that he had seen in a Pakistani newspaper. 

rlISAMAIntated  that he had heard on the radio that U13L had fought with the MUJAHIDEEN against 
the Russians 
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that during this time,1 	I stated that people are capable of a tenng videotape wit computers. 
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The Taliban were the ruling  authority! 	I The Taliban would patrol the streets(  
carrying Kalishnikov  rifles.' 	 lAfter 
September 11, 20011 	ieard of the terrorist attacks on the United States over the radio. In 
October, 2001, bombing began in Afghanistan.I  
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	Fvhere he was eventually turned over to United States 
authorities. 

explained that during his detention by the U.S. military in Kandahar, Afghanistan, he was 
beaten by some guards as he was laying face do 	the ground. He stated that he was not resisting, 
and was beaten for apparently no reason. 	further stated that there were other guards that 
treated him very well. 
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At this point, the interview was concluded. 
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